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Anti-Aging treatments for the skin are some of the most sought after services these days for women
and men alike. As we age, the skin is exposed continually to sun and unseen pollutants in the air
that can cause much more damage to your skin than you may think. Skin can be left feeling dull &
dry. Anti-aging treatments are designed to combat what the years have done to our skin. They purify
and nourish theskin making it feel smoother and younger looking leaving a glow of rejuvenation. In
professional Salon and Spas, anti-aging services are in high demand as people put a great degree
of trust into the salon and spaâ€™s licensed aesthetician who will carryout the desired treatments to the
face, neck and back.

One of the more popular procedures chosen by clients of salon and spas are facial treatments.
Clients look for the best possible treatments to diminish or even help to eliminate the appearance of
fine lines, wrinkles and dark spot and areas of the skin, more often targeting the face and neck, but
also hands, back and other areas. Itâ€™s popular and sought after because it leaves face and skin
feeling rejuvenated and toned. Clients walk away feel younger and more confident in their
appearance.

The chosen facial treatment for most clients is microdermabrasion. This popular advanced anti-
aging treatment is highly recommended to be only be performed by the salon and spas licensed and
train aesthetician. This hour long relaxing procedure uses a jet spray to remove the outer layer of
the skin for the production of new skin cells leaving the skin feeling younger, tighter and smoother.
Before you begin your procedure, the licensed and experienced aesthetician will sit with you and
discuss at length your skin and current practices of cleansing and moisturizing. Only then will they
design a treatment specifically for your skin and individual needs. The more experienced
aesthetician will recommend professional products for you to incorporate into your daily skin
cleansing regiment and help keep the skin looking its best between appointments.

Salon and spas staffing experts and qualified aestheticians are the most highly recommend spas to
visit. Licensed Aestheticians will design a skin care program specifically for your skin and for your
individual needs, addressing premature aging, acne, dehydration, hyper-pigmentation, rosacea or
photo-aging. Aesthetician will also use various high-end brand products such as cleansers, toners
and help remove excess oil and impurities to deep-cleanse the skin and refine its texture.
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The Author is associated with Virtue Salon + Spa. Virtue Salon + Spa located in Charlotte, NC
features Dermalogica skin care products, a Redken and Pureology hair products. Their professional
hair stylist offer full service haircut, style, color and highlights. Skin services include facial
treatments, back treatments, advanced a anti-aging exfoliation treatments, waxing services,
eyebrow shaping, and tinting, Microdermabrasion and glycolic peel services in Charlotte.
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